


Uniquely Kashikojima ISE SHIMA
One of Japan’s Most Famous Resorts
Kashikojima Island is surrounded by the natural abundance and scenic beauty of Ago Bay, one of the finest 
sights in Japan. Close to the great Shinto shrine of Ise Jingu, the spiritual home of the Japanese people, this is 
a special place, where time seems to stand still. Our little hotel started out as a restaurant, but has become not 
just a place to savor fine food, but a place to stay and relax — a destination.

Uniquely The Hiramatsu Hotels & Resorts 
Kashikojima
The ancient kingdom of Ise is described in the Nihon Shoki, Japan’s oldest historical record, as umashi kuni (a 
beautiful land). The Shima area is renowned for its produce; in ancient times it was a miketsu-kuni sending 
offerings of foodstuffs to the Imperial household and court. Though our menus center on French cuisine, we are 
not bound by a single culinary tradition, but let our imagination run free in devising the finest dishes for our 
guests. Chef Masato Imamura, whose skills have been honed in the kitchens of Hiramatsu group restaurants, 
invites you to experience a wonderful world of gourmet cuisine against the beautiful backdrop of Ise. 

Uniquely Hiramatsu
our history
Our company’s first business was a 24-seat French restaurant in 
Tokyo, established in the prestigious Nishi-Azabu neighborhood in 
Tokyo. In 2015, we opened our first hotel, L’Auberge de Plaisance 
Sakurai, followed by the Hiramatsu Hotel & Resort Kashikojima in 
2016. Our aim is to operate hotels that are themselves destina-
tions, places that our guests want to visit. Each hotel takes full 
advantage of the appeal of its location and makes every effort to 
ensure that our visitors enjoy memorable stays, filled with hospi-
tality like that offered by the very best restaurants.

Hiramatsu Hotels
Hiramatsu Hotels is the hotel brand of Hiramatsu, Japan’s leading restaurant group. Hiramatsu Hotels are divid-
ed into two categories, the luxury brand “The Hiramatsu Collective”, and  “Plaisance”, the premium brand.

■ THE HIRAMATSU COLLECTIVE

THE HIRAMATSU HOTELS & RESORTS KASHIKOJIMA (ISE SHIMA)
THE HIRAMATSU HOTELS & RESORTS ATAMI 
THE HIRAMATSU HOTELS & RESORTS SENGOKUHARA (HAKONE) 
THE HIRAMATSU HOTELS & RESORTS GINOZA (OKINAWA)
THE HIRAMATSU KYOTO  to open in Spring 2020

■ PLAISANCE

L’AUBERGE DE PLAISANCE SAKURAI （NARA)



Bedrooms
Total number of rooms: 8

[Main Building] Deluxe Twin X 4 (50-55㎡)

[New Wing] Executive Twin with Hot Spring Bath X 2  (73㎡)

[New Wing] Executive Double with Hot Spring Bath X 2 (73㎡)

Bed Size: Twin (W) 122cm X (L) 195cm X (H) 56cm
Double (W) 195cm× (L) 244cm×(H) 56cm

* All bedrooms in the New Wing have their own hot spring bath. 
  Guests staying at the Main Building are welcome to use the public hot spring bath. 

* Twin beds can be replaced with 1 wide-king size bed on request.
   If you prefer a double bed, please inform in advance. 

* Wi-Fi, air conditioning, and soft drinks from the minibar are free. 

* The entire hotel is no smoking (except, should you wish, on your private terrace).

Rooms & Suites
The hotel has eight guest rooms, four in the main building, and four in the annex. The interior design is simple, 
leading the eye straight out to the view of Ago Bay, and each room is furnished differently, creating a unique 
atmosphere.

Every guest room comes with its own hot spring bath, and there is also an open-air bath that can be reserved. 
Each bath offers a view across Ago Bay, and at night, a flame light creates a magical atmosphere. The water 
comes from a hypotonic low-alkaline low-temperature hot spring, highly effective in the relief of neuralgia, 
excessive sensitivity to cold, and fatigue.

Room facilities
- Air conditioning 

- LCD Television 

- Satellite television 

- Mini-bar

- Safety deposit box

- Bath amenities “OMNISENS”

- Bluetooth sound system

- Nespresso machine

- Delonghi electric kettle

- Internet access 

- Room service 



Cuisine

Restaurant and Lounge

Cuisine Genre: French cuisine 

Dining area:  7 Private Dining Rooms, 1 Dining Room

Business hours:   Breakfast 7.00AM - 9.30AM (L.O.) 
  Dinner 5.00PM - 7.30PM (L.O.) 

Dietary:  Vegetarian, Gluten free, other restrictions available on request.

Chef Masato Imamura, whose skills have been honed in the kitchens of 
Hiramatsu group restaurants, invites you to experience a wonderful world of 
gourmet cuisine against the beautiful backdrop of Ise. Serving ormers, sea 
bass, rock oysters, tiger prawns, through the summer, and spiny lobster and 
puffer fish in autumn and winter, the restaurant uses local produce wherever 
possible, but thanks to our extensive personal connections among food 
producers, we are also able to source the finest foodstuffs from all over Japan. 

In 2019, the restaurant was awarded its first star in the Michein Guide Aichi-Gi-
fu-Mie 2019 Selection.

The restaurant has one main and six private dining rooms, allowing guests to 
enjoy dinner and breakfast in private. The beautiful views of Ago Bay and 
warmth of the interior design, making extensive use of wood, combine to 
create a calm and restful atmosphere.

Executive Chef 
Masato Imamura



Thalassotherapy Spa
To relieve day-to-day stress and help you achieve deep relaxation, the hotel’s spa offers thalassotherapy treat-
ments, which promote balance of mind, body and spirit, and help you feel like yourself again. Thalassotherapy, 
from the Greek thalassa (sea) + therapy, is a form of treatment using seawater, first developed in France, and 
named by Dr Joseph La Bonnardière in 1867.

The sea around Ise-Shima and Kashikojima,traditionally regarded as sacred, provides a wide range of health 
benefits. The Thalasso Spa offers programs that combine two traditions of seawater therapy, the ancient 
Japanese shiotoji, whose origins are lost in the mists of time, and thalassotherapy.

Onsen-Hot Spring
A Private Spa with a view of Ago Bay
Four guest rooms in the New Wing, comes with its own hot spring bath. There is also an open-air bath that can 
be reserved. Each bath offers a view across Ago Bay, and at night, a flame light creates a magical atmosphere. 
The water comes from a hypotonic low-alkaline low-temperature hot spring, highly effective in the relief of 
neuralgia, excessive sensitivity to cold, and fatigue.



Access
FROM HANEDA AIRPORT (TOKYO)
From Haneda Airport, 2 hours flight to Chubu Centrair International 
Airport. 
From Chubu Centrair International Airport, take the Meitetsu Railway. 
to Nagoya Station (28min).
From Nagoya Station, take the Kintetsu Limited Express to Kashikoji-
ma Station (130min) . 
From Kashikojima Station, 5 min by car or taxi. 

* We offer complimentary pick up service from Kashikojima Station to 
the hotel.

FROM TOKYO STATION 
From Tokyo Station, take the Tokaido Shinkansen NOZOMI to Nagoya 
Station (100min).  
From Nagoya Station, take the Kintetsu Limited Express to to Kashiko-
jima Station (130min). 
From Kashikojima Station, same as above.

FROM OSAKA NAMBA STATION
From Osaka Namba Station, take the Kintetsu Limited Express to 
Kashikojima Station (180min).
From Kashikojima Station, same as above.

Reservations
hhrk@hiramatsu.co.jp

Tel: +81-59-965-7001
Fax:+81-59-965-7002

3618-52 Ugata, Ago-cho, Shima City, Mie 
517-0501, Japan

Contact 
HIRAMATSU INC.
Yuriko Narusawa, Press Relations & Inbound Sales Manager
E: narusawa@hiramatsu.co.jp   T: +81-3-5793-8812

Global Website: www.global.hiramatsuhotels.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/global.hiramatsuhotels/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/global.hiramatsuhotels/
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